
              
 
 

Bike for Life   
A wheely good experience! 

Report on The H.E.A.R.T. Project’s first Bike for Life Programme. 
Facilitated by Bike for Life Leaders Ann Pendleton & Siobhán Skates 

 
The target audience for our first Bike for Life course, was a group of older ladies. While 
these ladies are generally pretty active, they had little or no experience of riding a bicycle.  
 
Some hadn’t ridden since childhood (over 60 years), some hadn’t ridden at all. 
 
We soon realised we would need to adapt our session plans to include more basic skills. 
Lawrence from Cycling Ireland emailed the Sprocket Rocket programme which gave us some 
really useful ideas to include.  
 
We had an initial interest from 14 participants and 12 actually participated. They were 
divided into a Monday afternoon and a Saturday morning group – depending on availability. 
 
Ann was able to secure the use of the premises at Corpus Christi College. Principal Frank 
Maskey and his staff couldn’t have been more accommodating. We had the use of one of 
their large halls which was great in the bad weather. We were also able to use their bikes 
and helmets. 
 
Unfortunately, many of the ladies found the school bikes too large and the crossbar to be a 
problem. 
 
Ann came up with the genius idea of bringing up a Belfast Bike, thinking it would be more 
easily accessed. We tried these with both groups but we found that even on the lowest 
saddle settings, the Belfast Bikes were still too tall. Something we think Belfast City Council 
should think about! 
 

     
  



So in order for the ladies’ to feel safe and be confident, we had to try to source some 
smaller bikes. 
 
Ann (to the rescue again) with her many contacts in the community found Refurb, which is a 
furniture and bicycle recycling centre, based on the Crumlin Road and run by East Belfast 
Mission. Michael from Refurb was able to find us smaller wheeled ladies’ bikes and fixed 
them up for us. (He has kindly offered the use of these bikes free of charge for as long as we 
need. They are also available for the Ladies’ to purchase at an incredibly reasonable price) 
These bikes made all the difference.  
 

      
 
Because they could mount the bikes more easily and they were able to place both feet on 
the ground, they had an instant boost of confidence. For some, they went from no cycling to 
instant cycling. This was really special to see. 
 
We facilitated sessions with our constant mantra being ‘Safety, Comfort and Fun’.  
Aspects we covered included safe & comfortable clothing; fitting of helmets; carrying out an 
M-check; safe braking; balance riding; slow riding; straight riding; figure 8’s and circles. 
 
All these sessions took place inside at Corpus as we felt it gave us the most control and 
protection from the elements while allowing the ladies’ to build up their confidence. 
 

     
 
We had a few ‘soft falls’, but nothing but pride was dented. 
 
We then progressed outdoors and enjoyed a lovely cycle around Musgrave Park while 
soaking up the fresh air and buds of Spring.  
 

     
 



Comments from the course evaluation sheets include: 
‘All very positive and useful’ 
‘Learning how to cycle all over again’ 
‘Confidence building’ 
‘My balance has improved’ 
‘Being more safety conscious’ 
‘Being more aware of health & fitness’ 
‘Will endeavor to go out on my own cycling’ 
 
 
Where we go from here: 
 
We have applied and been successful through the preliminary proposal of the Active Belfast 
Grant Scheme, with our proposal of the ‘Wheely Inclusive Cycling Project’. The next 
application deadline is 11th April 2016. 
 
Our intention is to re-gather this group in mid-June, and to encourage more ladies to join us. 
 
Aside from the ladies, we have a number of other interested cyclists of differing ages and 
ability – these are both men and women – ready to kick off in June. 
 
We’d like to acknowledge the following people and organisations without whom none of 
this would have been possible: 
 
Lawrence at Cycling Ireland  
Frank at Corpus Christi College 
Liz at The H.E.A.R.T. Project 
Michael at Refurb 
Belfast Strategic Partnership 
Belfast Bikes 
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